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Abstract: Optical orbital angular momentum (OAM) has been recently implemented in holog-
raphy technologies as an independent degree of freedom for boosting information capacity.
However, the holography capacity and fidelity suffer from the limited space-bandwidth product
(SBP) and the channel crosstalk, albeit the OAM mode set exploited as multiplexing channels is
theoretically unbounded. Here, we propose the ultra-dense perfect OAM holography, in which
the OAM modes are discriminated both radially and angularly. As such, the perfect OAM mode
set constructs the two-dimensional spatial division multiplexed holography (conventional OAM
holography is 1D). The extending degree of freedom enhances the holography capacity and
fidelity. We have demonstrated an ultra-fine fractional OAM holography with the topological
charge resolution of 0.01. A 20-digit OAM-encoded holography encryption has also been
exhibited. It harnesses only five angular OAM topological charges ranging from -16 to +16. The
SBP efficiency is about 20 times larger than the conventional phase-only OAM holography. This
work paves the way to compact, high-security and high-capacity holography.

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Optical holography technology reconstructs the beam field with computer-generated holograms
(CGHs) and has achieved great success in diverse applications, including artificial intelligence
[1,2], optical tweezers [3,4], 3D printing [5], optical computing [6] and information storage
[7,8]. The conventional holography uses polarization, wavelength and incident angle as the
independent multiplexing channel sets [9–11], which are married with limited spatial channel
availability and substantial crosstalk. Recently, optical orbital angular momentum (OAM) has
been exploited as an additional information carrier in holography, hence boosting the system
capacity and security [12,13]. The OAM set, characterized by angular vortex phase exp(ilφ),
where l is the topological charge (TC), can theoretically provide unlimited distinct mode channels
for multiplexing [14–16]. Abundant multiplexing resources can lift the capacity of hologram and
suppress the channel crosstalk [17,18]. The verification of OAM capacity has been witnessed in
various fields besides holography, such as information storage [19], quantum key distribution
[15] and classic communication [20]. However, the maximum multiplexing capacity is ultimately
restricted by the limited space-bandwidth product (SBP) of the system, which is also a widely
discussed issue in the OAM multiplexing communication field [21]. Adequately exploiting the
SBP resource is of great importance for capacity expansion.

In OAM holography, the vortex phase of OAM mode is inherited throughout the spatial-
frequency transformation by discrete sampling method, endowing the hologram diffraction with
OAM preservation and selectivity [13]. The generation method of OAM hologram is similar
to the Dammann grating, which is widely used in the field of holographic imaging and OAM
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multiplexed communication [22–24]. In optical OAM advancement, the radial dimension has
been widely noticed and applied to modify the OAM beams, such as OAM encoding systems [25],
increasing OAM transformation efficiency [26,27], and shaping perfect OAM [28]. However,
the radial dimension has not been exploited for enhancing system capacity yet, especially in the
holography context. We find that the radial axicon phase modulation also characterizes the similar
holographic preservation and selectivity properties like the vortex phase. The combination of the
axicon and vortex modulation generates perfect OAM modes [29]. The perfect OAM holography
enjoys an excess degree of freedom than conventional OAM holography that might benefit the
expanding of information capacity and suppressing channel crosstalk.

Here, we firstly demonstrate the two-dimensional (2D) spatial division multiplexed (SDM)
holography with perfect OAM modes. The principle of 2D (radial-angular) perfect OAM
multiplexing is verified, including the holography preservation, selectivity and the independence
between the radial and angular channels. The axicon coefficient can continuously control the
crosstalk between mode channels. This means the inter-channel TC step is extricated from the
requirement of channel fidelity. As a result, we increase the OAM channel resolution of the
holography from integer-order to 0.01, which is the finest fractional TC detection resolution in
the latest reports [30,31]. The scheme of ultra-fine OAM-dependent holography is illustrated
with seven fractional OAM modes ranges from l=0 to l=0.06. To fully utilize the perfect OAM
channel resource, the 2D (spatial-domain axicon and vortex) modulations should be multiplexed.
A 2D SDM holography is designed and further applied to an encryption demonstration, with
20-digit patterns encrypted and multiplexed in a limited SBP less than 20. The perfect OAM
modes can provide high capacity, security and SBP efficiency to the holography multiplexing.

2. Results

2.1. Principle of perfect OAM holography

The working mechanism of axicon and vortex phase modulation in terms of perfect OAM
generation is illustrated in Fig. 1(a), including beam profiles in the frequency domain and
their normalized intensity distribution (along the white lines). Both axicon and vortex phase
modulations on a Gaussian beam generate ring-shape beams. The central intensity of the
vortex-phase generating OAM pattern is strictly zero due to the phase singularity. Meanwhile,
the axicon phase modulation provides a radius-controllable ring-shape spot. It is worth noting
that the sampling spot radius is determined by the continuously axicon coefficient, which could
also negatively value. The combination of the axicon and vortex modulation is the phase mask
that generates perfect OAM modes in the frequency domain. Figure 1(b) is the schematic
illustrating the diffraction effect of the discrete sampling hologram to a ring-shape beam profile.
The hologram duplicates and shifts the incident beam in the frequency domain by adding extra
lateral spatial frequency. The space between sampling spots saves the ring-shape beams from
mutual interference and provides the ring-shape preservation to the holography. The simulated
results illustrating the radial and OAM (angular) preservation are present in Fig. 1(c1) and 1(c2),
respectively. The CGH is designed to construct the discrete sample pattern of letter ‘H’ in
the frequency domain. Superposing the axicon-vortex modulation and the discrete sampling
hologram constructs a perfect OAM selective hologram (Fig. 1(d)). The hologram is then inserted
to a spatial-frequency transformation optical path for image reconstruction. Filtered by a discrete
sampling aperture array, the information of pattern ‘H’ is hidden unless the incident beam is
appended with two preset decoding keys, the corresponding axicon coefficient -p1 and vortex TC
l=-2.

The radial-multiplexed holography experiment has been implemented (Fig. 2) to verify the
feasibility of the axicon modulation. The radial preservation is examined by a monolithic
hologram constructing the beam pattern ‘SZU’, the abbreviation of ‘Shenzhen University’. The
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Fig. 1. Principle of perfect OAM holography. a, working mechanism of axicon and
vortex modulation through the spatial and frequency domain. Left: the phase distribution
of spatial domain axicon and vortex modulation. Right: the intensity distribution and the
profile of the frequency domain modulated beam. b, The schematic of discrete sampling
hologram to a ring-shape beam. c1, The radial preserved diffraction and c2, the OAM
preserved diffraction of a discrete sampling hologram to various axicon and vortex modified
incident beams. d, Image deciphering of a perfect OAM selective hologram.

simulation target and the experiment pattern are presented in Fig. 2(a). With various axicon-
modulated incident beams, the radial holography preservation is presented (Fig. 2(c1)) despite
interference existing at the boundary. It is induced by the insufficient discrete sampling space
interval. The bright beam spot at the bottom is the zero-order diffraction, which presents the
undisturbed diffraction pattern of the incident beam. In the radial preservation demonstration,
the radial coefficient difference between the illustrated three incident beams is 4.8 mm−1, and
the beam profile at each sampling spot is the same as the zero-order spot. The radial selective
hologram is superposed by three individual holograms, which is appended with corresponding
axicon-modulated phases (Fig. 2(b)). For the convenience of the channel crosstalk analysis, the
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three letters are designed at different positions. The radial-multiplexing results are demonstrated
in Fig. 2(c2), where the hologram ‘S’ is attached with axicon coefficient -4.8 mm−1, ‘Z’ without
radial modulation and ‘U’ with axicon coefficient 4.8 mm−1. Therefore, only an incident beam
with the corresponding compensating axicon coefficient could convert the target letter into
Gaussian-like points while the other letters remain in ring-shape. Filtered by an aperture array,
only the target reconstructing pattern can be retained. It should be mention that the applied axicon
coefficient is limited by the discrete sampling space interval. Although a larger axicon coefficient
seems to enlarge the ring radius and eliminate the undesired letters, unrestricted increasing could
raise interference between sampling points and crosstalk between multiplexing channels.

Fig. 2. Experiment inspection of the radial multiplexed holography. a, The target and
experiment beam pattern reconstructed by a monolithic hologram. b, the generation method
of a hybrid radial multiplexing hologram. c1, Experiment verification of radial preservation
diffraction based on the monolithic hologram (shown in a). c2, The axicon phase decoding
of the hybrid radial-multiplexing hologram (shown in b).

2.2. Ultra-fine OAM multiplexing holography

In virtual of the independence between the radial and angular phase modulation, the conventional
OAM holography can be further divided by the axicon phase modulation. Therefore, the 1D SDM
ultra-fine OAM holography is proposed and implemented (Fig. 3(a)), where the discrimination
between the perfect OAM modes is mainly according to the axicon modulation and the TCs
only play the role of channel characterization. As a result, the TC step between adjacent OAM
channels can be intensely compressed. The super-fine OAM holography with 0.01 TC resolution
is achieved in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c). Compared to the result shown in Fig. 2, the number of displaying
letters is extended to seven, where ‘COFS’ is the abbreviation of ‘Centre of Fiber Sensors’.
In order to display seven letters within our limited CCD working area, the discrete sampling
space interval is half to that in Fig. 2(a). The smaller sampling space interval leads to the
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degradation of beam pattern quality. Figure 3(c1) to (c7) exhibit the decoding results of the
ultra-fine OAM-dependent holography, where the TC values from 0 to 0.06 with the step of 0.01,
and the axicon coefficients range from -12 mm−1 to 12 mm−1 with the step of 4 mm−1 accordingly.
As the maximum axicon coefficient difference setting 24 mm−1, the radius of the ring-shape
spot is larger than the sampling space interval between adjacent points. Therefore, the radial
preservation holography of the unselected letters is wholly destroyed, and the pattern is blurry.
On the contrary, the selected letter pattern can be displayed clearly. A logical point array mask
with point radius of 3 pixels is added to the recorded images to filter the blurry part. Ultimately,
the ultra-fine OAM-dependent holography is implemented with dense discrete sampling points.

Fig. 3. Ultra-fine OAM multiplexing holography. a, Concept of one-dimension spatial
division multiplexed holography with perfect OAM modes. b, Reconstructed seven-letter
pattern with dense discrete sampling points. c1-c7, Demonstration of ultra-fine fractional
OAM multiplexing holography, where the incident beams are modulated with corresponding
vortex TCs (from 0 to 0.06) and axicon coefficients (from -12 mm−1 to 12 mm−1).

2.3. 2D SDM holography and high-security encryption

Similar to the conventional OAM holography, the ultra-fine OAM-dependent holograp hy is
also constructed under the frame of 1D SDM. Although the OAM TC exploiting density has
been increased, the actual multiplexing capacity has not been boosted yet. Making full use
of the radial and angular phase modulation can achieve the 2D SDM holography (Fig. 4(a)),
where the composition of radial and angular phase modulation constructs perfect OAM mode
and the holography capacity is enhanced. Simultaneously, the security of the holography could
also be improved with the extension of multiplexing channel numbers, as the axicon coefficient
value continues and infinite. The construction of high-security 2D SDM hologram is shown in
Fig. 4(b). In order to maintain the perfect OAM preservation, a two-time larger discrete sampling
space interval is adopted than that in Fig. 3. The axicon and vortex phase that superposed as the
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perfect OAM modulation are loaded to the corresponding individual hologram (Fig. 4(b)). The
multiplexing result is exhibited in Fig. 4(c1) to (c3). Due to the channel division, the three letters
are not focused simultaneously in the frequency domain. A discrete aperture array is applied to
filter the undesired ring-shape spots during the de-multiplexing. In the 2D SDM holography, the
TC step should take large enough. Otherwise, the high crosstalk arises as shown in Fig. 3(c1).
The channel crosstalk between TC 0, 1 and 2 is only around -2 dB so that the letter patterns are
mixed. The crosstalk is calculated by the logarithm of the ratio of target and undesired pattern
intensity. In Fig. 4(c2), the axicon coefficient difference 3.2 mm−1 provides the low crosstalk of
around -8 dB. By superposing the axicon and vortex phase together, the crosstalk is suppressed
to around -10 dB (Fig. 4(c3)), which increase the display quality of the 3-letter multiplexing
hologram. In order to achieve more multiplexing channels and exhibit the characteristic of high
capacity, it is necessary to increase the axicon coefficient and vortex TC difference to reduce
crosstalk.

Fig. 4. Two-dimension spatial division multiplexed holography. a, Schematics of large
capacity perfect OAM holography. b, Superposition approach of the high capacity hologram.
c, The multiplexing state and de-multiplexing result of holograms with, c1, vortex TC step
of 1, c2, axicon coefficient step of 3.2 mm−1, and c3, combination of vortex and axicon
modulation.
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The 20-digit high-security holography encryption is designed and demonstrated using 20
perfect OAM modes (Fig. 5), including four axicon coefficients, from -4.8 mm−1 to 4.8 mm−1,
and five OAM TCs from -16 to 16. For high multiplexing fidelity, the sampling space interval is
extended to around 10λ/NA, and the pattern is almost full of our camera screen (10.24 mm×12.80
mm). This predicament of insufficient camera size can be optimized with proper incident beam
size, wavelength and focus length. The reconstructed Arabic numbers are listed in Fig. 5(b),
and each is decoded by single perfect OAM mode with two decoding keys. Furthermore, a
total of 100 tens digits can be displayed with superposition mode incidence. Three examples
are presented in Fig. 5(c) with corresponding two-mode mixed states, and each possesses four
decoding keys that ensure high security. We chose the decimal Arabic numbers for demonstration.
The information entropy of each figure is log2(20) bits with single state incident and log2(100)
bits with superposition state incident. However, it worth noting that the maximum usage of 20

Fig. 5. The 20-digit multiplexed perfect OAM holography encryption. a, Mode states
exploited and their corresponding relationship in the multiplexed holography demonstration.
The exhibition of ten Arabic numbers set on b1, ones place, b2, tens place. c, three of 100
tens digits decoded by the superposed perfect OAM incident beam.
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multiplexing states is in binary (220 digits) and the maximum information entropy of a single
pattern is 20 bits.

3. Discussion

We have improved the conventional OAM holography by adding the radial modulation as a
new degree of freedom and proposed perfect SDM OAM holography. On the one hand, the
radial modulation can independently suppress the crosstalk between multiplexing channels, as
such contributing to the construction of ultra-fine OAM-dependent holography multiplexing.
Based on this principle, a 0.01 TC resolution seven-mode fractional OAM holography is then
demonstrated. Due to the crosstalk induced by insufficient discrete sampling space interval, the
reconstructed patterns are separated and displayed at different positions. However, limited by our
camera size (10.24 mm×12.80 mm), only seven patterns are exhibited in our experiment. The
multiplexing channel can be further elevated with a larger displaying area. On the other hand,
the massive multiplexing channel resource provided by radial modulation is compatible with
conventional multiplexing approaches and conductive to the holography capacity enhancement.
The 2D SDM holography is constructed by adding the radial modulation to the conventional
OAM holography. A 3.2 mm−1 axicon coefficient brings about -8 dB crosstalk suppression in our
demonstration system. Furthermore, in holography encryption, the radial modulation (axicon
coefficient) also provides security as an additional decryption key. We demonstrated a 20-mode
perfect OAM holography encryption. In virtual of the high-capacity of 2D SDM, the SBP
utilizing efficient is elevated one order of magnitude than the latest conventional phase-only OAM
holography [13]. We also constructed 100-digit holography by the concept of two-OAM-mode
superposed decryption, where the decoding key amount is doubled. To summarize, the perfect
OAM holography exhibits great potential in related applications such as information storage,
image encryption and holographic optical switching, optical tweezing and optical computing.
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